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Background: The aim of this study was to compare the effect of different soccer-specific
maximal actions (Continuous run, Sprint, Sprint with change of direction [Sprint COD], Jump
and Shot) upon physiological (oxygen uptake and heart rate) and perceptual (rating of perceived
exertion [RPE]) responses and accelerometer load.
Materials and methods: Ten moderately to well-trained male soccer players volunteered to
serve as subjects in this study. A repeated within-subject design was used in which each subject
was tested on five occasions on different days, one test each day, during a period of 2 weeks.
Each of the five tests had a distance of 900 m and lasted 5 minutes, thus the mean speed for
all five tests was 3 m/s. During the test, oxygen uptake, heart rate and accelerometer load were
measured. Immediately after each test, RPE was recorded, and after the test, oxygen uptake was
measured for 5 minutes while the subject sat in an upright position on a chair.
Results: In the comparison of different soccer-specific maximal actions upon physiological and
perceptual responses and accelerometer load, this study found that the total accelerometer load
was lowest in Sprint and Sprint COD conditions, although the physiological (oxygen uptake
and heart rate) and perceptual (RPE) responses were highest in the respective conditions. The
Jump condition experienced lower RPE than Sprint and Sprint COD but achieved the highest
accelerometer load.
Conclusion: Accelerometer load is not a valid measurement for energy costs or RPE but may
function as a complementary tool to investigate the player loads during matches and training.
Keywords: soccer, oxygen uptake, rate of perceived exhaustion, repeated sprint, jump, shot
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It is well established that soccer is characterized by low-intensity (eg, standing and
walking) and high-intensity (eg, running and sprinting) activities. Several studies have
investigated the physical and physiological demands of elite soccer players based on
distance covered by running at different intensities during a match. 1–3 However, these
analyses of differences in work rate measured as running speed and distance do not take
into account fast discrete movements in soccer (jumping, tackling, collisions, accelerations and decelerations, passing, shooting and change of directions [CODs]),1,4,5 also
called maximal actions, which together take place several 100 times in each match. Quite
a few of these soccer-specific movements can cause high physical stress on the players,
even though the distance and speed are low. These maximal actions may be classified
in the low-speed locomotor category, although there will be high physical strain on the
player.6–8 Although the energy expended in traveling a fixed distance d uring continuous
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exercise is independent of the velocity of the movement, this
relationship does not hold under conditions of locomotion that
apply during soccer matches. Energy costs throughout a match
would be grossly underestimated if they were calculated from
only distance covered and did not account for the frequent
changes in velocity and direction of motion.6
Triaxial accelerometers are highly responsive motion
sensors that record acceleration of body movement in three
dimensions. These systems have been found useful not only
for quantifying physical activity in a variety of populations
but also for quantifying physical and physiological demands
in Australian football7,8 and basketball.9 Movements with
accelerations are more energetically demanding than constant
velocity running.10,11 Even at a low running speed, a high metabolic load is imposed on a soccer player when acceleration is
elevated.10,11 Decelerations are just as common as accelerations
in soccer11 and will also contribute significantly to the players’ load. Therefore, accelerometers may be a complementary
tool for measuring the load from activities misrepresented
by other measuring systems, such as time–motion analysis
(ie, high-intensity bouts classified as low-speed activities),
oxygen consumption and heart rate measurements.5,6,12 A
recent study12 combined data from a time–motion analysis and
triaxial accelerometery and demonstrated that player load is
accumulated in a variety of ways across different playing positions. Dalen et al12 found that only using time–motion analysis
might underestimate the players’ physical strain, and the
potential application of accelerometers for measuring player
load at low velocities may be underestimated in a time–motion
analysis system. However, other studies have also emphasized
the limitations of accelerometers to measure differences in
activity with movements at high speed.13 It is clear that the
most realistic way of investigating the physical demand of
soccer-specific intermittent activity is to monitor physiological
responses (ie, oxygen uptake) during match play. However, this
approach faces difficulties with the experimental control of
the environment because it is impossible to make use of all the
measuring instruments during matches. Therefore, different
treadmill protocols have previously been used in an attempt
to simulate the work rate of a soccer match.14,15 In addition,
different intermittent shuttle running tests have been used to
simulate the activity patterns of soccer.16 Without doubt, these
protocols have allowed a more detailed determination of the
physiological responses during soccer-specific intermittent
exercises and have provided a better understanding of the
demand of these activities. However, these protocols only
involved running movements of different intensity with and
without a ball and it can be argued that a laboratory-based
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replication of purely the activity profile would not elicit the
same physiological response as match play.17 The effects, on
physical and perceptual responses, of including fast discrete
maximal actions—such as shooting, tackling and jumping—in an already ongoing movement were not taken into
account in these studies. In later years, triaxial accelerometers
were used to specify the accelerometer load of these discrete
actions. Several studies in team sports have investigated the
accelerometer load and used triaxial accelerometers as an
additional part of their global positioning system (GPS) or
radio-based systems for performance analyses (ie, GPSport,
Catapult, ZXY Sport Tracking).12,18–21 However, to the best of
our knowledge, studies on accelerometer loads in combination
with physiological and perceptual measurements in order to
specify the demand of these fast, discrete, maximal actions
in soccer are rather sparse.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare the effect
of different soccer-specific maximal actions (Continuous run,
Sprint, Sprint with change of direction [Sprint COD], Jump
and Shot) on physiological (oxygen uptake and heart rate)
and perceptual (rating of perceived exhaustion) responses and
accelerometer load. It was hypothesized that accelerometer
load, physiological and perceptual responses increase with the
discrete maximal actions, but that accelerometer load would be
underestimated in conditions with high-speed activities (Sprint
and Sprint COD). In addition, it was hypothesized that Sprint
and Sprint COD would have the highest values in physiological
and perceptual responses because of the highest percentage of
time spent’ in maximal activity during the conditions.

Materials and methods
Subjects
Ten moderately to well-trained male soccer players volunteered to serve as subjects in this study. The average age of
the subjects was 25±2.7 years, body height 179.0±5.4 cm
and body mass 78.3±7.4 kg. The subjects had three to five
training sessions each week before the start of the competition
season, and none reported taking any medication or being
under medical care. The subjects were informed orally and in
writing about the purpose of the experiment, the experimental
procedure and possible risks and discomfort. All subjects gave
their written informed consent to take part in the study and
were assured that they as volunteers could leave the study at
any stage without giving a reason. The subjects were also told
not to change their training routines during the study, to avoid
hard training and to avoid alcohol the day before each test. The
study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki
and approved by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data.
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Design

The distance of 900 m consisted of 15 shuttle runs where
the subject ran 30 m, turned 180° and ran 30 m back to the
start, 15 times (15 shuttle runs). Each shuttle run lasted for
20 seconds with the use of a digital signal for the pace every
10 seconds. During each shuttle run, in four of the five tests
maximal actions were performed (Table 1). The subject was
informed about the number of shuttle runs during the test. For
all tests, the subject ran with the same training shoes and was
encouraged to perform their best during the maximal actions.

A repeated within-subject design was used in which each
subject was tested on five occasions during different days,
one test each day, during a period of 2 weeks. The tests were
performed in a randomized order. The test venue was in a
sports hall, and all tests were performed on a tartan floor. Four
of the tests consisted of different series of maximal actions
(detailed below) carried out sequentially, with running breaks
in between. Continuous submaximal running was chosen as
a baseline condition test with which the four maximal action
tests could be compared.

Procedures
Before each test, the subject performed a 15-minute warmup. During the first 5 minutes, the subject ran at an intensity
of 70% of maximum heart rate. During the last 10 minutes,
the subject ran at 80% of maximum heart rate, where three
maximal 20 m sprints were included. After the warm-up, the
test equipment was fastened and the test began within 4–5
minutes after the end of the warm-up. During the test, oxygen
uptake, heart rate and accelerometer load were measured.
Immediately after each test, the rating of perceived exertion (RPE) was recorded. After the test, oxygen uptake was
measured for 5 minutes while the subject sat in an upright
position on a chair. To measure oxygen uptake, a portable
oxygen analyzer was mounted in a small backpack on the
subject`s back and tightened with a belt at the breast and
above the hip level. The complete instrument including batteries weighed 1.3 kg. To measure heart rate and acceleration
loads, an accelerometer was mounted at the waist using an
elastic belt with a belt clip, along with the manufacturer’s
accompanying a chest strap heart rate monitor.22

Test conditions
Each of the five tests involved a distance of 900 m and lasted
5 minutes, thus the mean speed for all five tests was 3 m/s.
This pace is the mean value of the “jogging category” used
in investigations of physical demands in soccer games.12

Instruments
Oxygen uptake was measured using the Metamax II metabolic cart (Cortex Biophysics, GmbH, Leipzig, Germany)
portable metabolic analyzer, with the instrument’s breathing valve (Triple V) mounted on the face mask. A standard
two-point gas calibration procedure against ambient air and
a commercial gas of known concentrations of O2 (16.00%)
and CO2 (4.00%) was performed in the morning after a
30-minute warm-up period for the instrument. Ambient
air measurement was also carried out before each test. The
flow transducer was calibrated using a 3 L high-precision
calibration syringe (Calibration syringe D, SensorMedics,
Yorba Linda, CA, USA) before each test. The Metamax II
has been validated and the oxygen uptake reported by this
analyzer was precisely measured within subjects.23
Accelerometer load and heart rate data were measured
using an ActiGraph wGT3X+ monitor (ActiGraph, Pensacola, FL, USA). The ActiGraph is a lightweight (27 g), compact (dimensions of 3.8 cm×3.7 cm×1.8 cm) and rechargeable
accelerometer (ie, lithium polymer battery powered).24 The
ActiGraph measured acceleration in three axes (vertical [Y],
mediolateral [X] and anteroposterior [Z]) and provided activity counts as a composite vector magnitude of these three axes
(total). The activity monitor samples acceleration at a rate of
30 Hz. The output of the accelerometers is given in “counts”,
with one count equaling 16.6 miliG/s at 0.75 Hz.24 Activity
counts, which are the results summing the absolute values
of the sampled change in acceleration measured during the

Table 1 Description of the five different test conditions
Test condition

Total distance

Time
(minutes)

Maximal action in the condition

Run
Sprint
Sprint COD
Jump

900 m (15 shuttle runs, 2×30 m)
900 m (15 shuttle runs, 2×30 m)
900 m (15 shuttle runs, 2×30 m)
900 m (15 shuttle runs, 2×30 m)

5
5
5
5

Shot

900 m (15 shuttle runs, 2×30 m)

5

None
15 sprints of 20 m were included between 30 and 50 m of each 60 m track
15 sprints with COD were included between 20 and 40 m of each 60 m track
30 maximal vertical jumps were included, two jumps during each shuttle run,
the first at the 15 m point and the second at the 45 m point
15 shots of maximal effort were included at the 50 m point of each 60 m track

Abbreviation: Sprint COD, Sprint with change of direction.
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p robability adjustments was used to locate significant differences. The criterion level for significance was set at p<0.05.
The effect size was evaluated with η2 (partial eta squared),
where 0.01<η2<0.06 constitutes a small effect, 0.06<η2<0.14
constitutes a medium effect, and η2>0.14 constitutes a large
effect.27 Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 23.0
for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

time period, represent the quantitative measure of activity
over time. The ActiGraph also included the vector summed
value √(Y2+X2+Z2), known as “vector magnitude”.24 In this
study, two accelerometers were used, one on each side of the
waist, and the mean values from the two accelerometers were
defined as the subject’s accelerometer load.
To register subjective perceived exertion, Borg’s rating
scale was used (RPE6–20),25,26 with the subject instructed to
report an overall feeling of exertion immediately after each
900 m running test. A 6 on the RPE6-20 scale means “very
easy” and 20 corresponds to “total exhaustion”.
The average of all measured variables during each of the
five 5-minute tests and during a 5-minute rest after each test
was used for further analyses.

Results
A significant effect was found for each of the variables measured during different soccer-specific maximal actions (F≥2.86;
p=0.037; η2≥0.24, Figure 1 and Table 2). Post hoc comparison
showed that accelerometer load in the anterior–posterior direction in the Jump condition was significantly higher than all the
other actions except the Sprint condition (Figure 1 and Table 2);
whereas in the medial–lateral direction, the Sprint condition was
the lowest compared with all other conditions. In the vertical
direction, the total accelerometer load in the Jump condition was
the highest followed by the Shot and Run conditions (no significant difference between these two conditions, p=0.28), whereas
Sprint and Sprint COD conditions had produced the lowest
vertical and total accelerometer load (Figure 1 and Table 2).
Oxygen uptake during and after the Run condition was
significantly lower than the other conditions, followed by

Statistical analysis
To investigate the effect of different soccer-specific maximal
actions on the physiological and perceptual responses, a oneway analysis of variance (Run, Sprint, Sprint COD, Jump and
Shot) with repeated measures on the accelerometer load and
each response was used.
In the case that the sphericity assumption was violated, the
Greenhouse–Geisser adjustments to the p-values are reported
in the results. A post hoc test using Holm–Bonferroni
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Figure 1 Mean acceleration development over time in anterior–posterior (A), medial–lateral (B), and vertical (C) directions and total amount of acceleration (D) per
soccer-specific action.
Notes: *Significant difference with all the other soccer-specific actions on a p<0.05 level. **Significant difference with all the other soccer-specific actions except sprint on a
p<0.05 level. #Significant difference between run and shot actions with the two sprint actions on a p<0.05 level.
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the Shot condition. No significant differences in oxygen
uptake during and after the Sprint, Sprint COD and Jump
conditions were found (Table 2 and Figure 2). However, the
heart rate was only significantly lower when performing the
Run condition compared with all other actions (Figure 3).
RPE was significantly different between all the soccerspecific actions, except between Sprint and the Sprint COD
(p=0.52) starting from Run–Shot–Jump to Sprint and Sprint
COD, which were perceived as the heaviest actions (Table 2).

condition experienced lower RPE than Sprint and Sprint COD
but achieved the highest accelerometer load.
The ranking order from high to low in RPE between the
conditions indicates that Sprint and Sprint COD conditions
led to the highest perception of exhaustion, followed by
Jump, Shot and Run, in that order. With the exception of the
Jump condition, the RPE values correspond to oxygen uptake
(throughout and after exercise) and heart rate values. In this
investigation, all the five conditions involved moving the same
distance (900 m) in the same time (5 minutes). Therefore,
approximately the total amount of work completed should be
the same for all conditions, except for the jumps in the Jump
condition. Not surprisingly, this shows that it is not the work
done that explains the rate of perceived exhaustion, but that
interval-based activities require higher demands of oxygen
uptake and oxygen deficit.17,28 Soccer involves a number
of acyclical changes in activity, each increases the energy
demands placed on the athlete even when running speed is
low. The oxygen uptake was 23% higher in the Jump condition compared with the Run condition and 30% higher in the

Discussion
The main objection of this study was to compare the effect
of different soccer-specific maximal actions upon physiological and perceptual responses and accelerometer load.
The main findings were that the total accelerometer load was
lowest in Sprint and Sprint COD conditions, although the
physiological (oxygen uptake and heart rate) and perceptual
(RPE) responses were highest in the respective conditions.
Moreover, we found no differences in physiological response
between Sprint, Sprint COD and Jump conditions. The Jump

Table 2 Mean ± SD of acceleration load in different directions, heart rate, oxygen uptake, oxygen uptake after exercise and RPE per
soccer-specific action ordered (left to right) after RPE results (lowest to highest)
Variables

Run

Shot

Jump

Sprint

Sprint COD

Anterior–posterior (count)
Medial–lateral (count)
Vertical (count)
Total acceleration (count)
Heart rate (beats/min)
Oxygen uptake (L/min)
Oxygen uptake 5 minutes after exercise (L/min)
RPE6–20

429±155
440±123
1521±256a
1657±251a
160±15*
2.94±0.35*
1.17±0.12*
10.0±2.6*

453±140
455±108
1465±268a
1619±252a
170±11
3.40±0.40*
1.30±0.18*
12.0±2.4*

532±108**
464±113
1755±228*
1904±213*
172±9
3.63±0.31
1.52±0.20
14.1±2.3*

476±84
369±86*
1286±210b
1441±204b
174±9
3.69±0.39
1.69±0.35
16.7±1.0

457±86
414±96
1265±184b
1423±189b
174±10
3.73±0.33
1.46±0.17
17±1.8

Notes: *Significant difference with all the other soccer-specific actions on a p<0.05 level. **Significant difference with all the other soccer-specific actions except sprint on
a p<0.05 level. aSignificant difference with all the other soccer-specific actions except between shot and run action on a p<0.05 level. bSignificant difference with all the other
soccer-specific actions except between the two sprint actions on a p<0.05 level.
Abbreviations: Sprint COD, Sprint with change of direction; RPE, rating of perceived exhaustion.
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Figure 2 Mean oxygen uptake development over time during (A) and after (B) each soccer-specific action.
Note: *Significant difference with all the other soccer-specific actions on a p<0.05 level.
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Figure 3 Mean heart rate development over time per soccer-specific action.
Note: *Significant difference with all the other soccer-specific actions on a p<0.05 level.

Jump condition than 5 minutes after. In the Jump condition,
there was one maximal jump every tenth second, and in total
maximal 30 jumps over a 5-minute period. The Jump condition also increases the subjects’ mean RPE (RPE6–20) from
“fairly light” to “hard” compared with the Run condition.
In the traditional measurements in team sports of speed and
distance (time–motion analysis), jumps would not have been
registered because they do not include movement from one
location to another. In our study, there are no differences
between the Jump, Sprint and Sprint COD conditions in
oxygen uptake or heart rate. This indicates that performing 30
jumps costs approximately the same amount of energy as 15
sprints or sprints with COD, while it feels easier to perform
than the sprints, as indicated by the lower RPE (Table 1).
Conversely, the Shot condition as a specific maximal
action did not result in similar physiological and perceptual
responses compared with the other soccer-specific actions.
The Shot condition cost more effort than the Run condition, but although the heart rate was similar, oxygen uptake
(Figure 2 and Table 1) and RPE were lower than in the Jump
and Sprint conditions (Figure 3 and Table 1). This indicates
that this type of action did cost less for soccer players even
when they had to shoot with maximal effort. A possible reason for this could be that they only shot a total of 15 times,
while in the Jump condition, 30 jumps were made. Perhaps
by doubling the total number of shots, physiological and perceptual responses could be similar to jumping and sprinting.
Moreover, a vertical jump is a countermovement activity with
a large eccentric phase during the landing, which is different
from a shot movement.
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In this study, the total horizontal workload (900 m) and
exercise time (5 minutes) was the same for each condition
to avoid an effect of this on the responses. In the Jump and
Shot conditions, the subjects had approximately the same
horizontal velocity as in the Run condition, whereas in the
Sprint conditions, the ratio of sprinting compared with
jogging was ~1:4. This shows that with these 15 sprints
and lower jogging velocity between the sprints, physiological and perceptual responses increased by 26%–28%. This
was in accordance with Greig et al who found the RPE
and physiological load to be consistently greater during an
interval than a steady-state protocol with an equivalent total
distance covered.17
The order of physiological and perceptual responses of
the specific soccer actions from low to high (Run–Shot–
Jump–Sprint–Sprint COD) were not similar to those of the
acceleration load (Table 1 and Figure 1), indicating that
accelerometer loads are not similar to physiological and
perceptual responses. Acceleration load (anterior–posterior)
was the highest in the Jump condition, indicating that an extra
change in direction (vertical) causes extra acceleration loads.
This also resulted in a total acceleration load compared to the
other conditions. This demonstrates that the vertical component from the accelerometer load seems to be exaggerated
compared to the mediolateral and anteroposterior axes. The
squared value from medio–lateral and anteroposterior axes
is about 10% of the squared value from the vertical axes.
Therefore, the difference in accelerometer load is mainly due
to a difference in vertical accelerations. This is in line with
the results of Sasaki et al who achieved vector magnitude
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counts/minute (here acceleration load) close to the counts/
minute from vertical acceleration.29
Another novel finding from this study was that the Sprint
and Sprint COD conditions experienced the lowest values
from accelerometer load, especially in vertical and mediolateral directions. This can be explained by the fact that, in
sprinting, less vertical oscillation occurs than in running.30
Probably, the same occurs in a mediolateral direction. This
causes a lower acceleration load in the Sprint conditions
compared with the other conditions. Our results suggest the
difficulty in measuring high-velocity activity from accelerometer load. Results from our conditions show that the Run
condition has a higher accelerometer load than both the Sprint
and Sprint COD conditions, although these conditions have
higher measures of oxygen uptake, heart rate and RPE6–20.
Although accelerometer load is an established measure of
physical activity,31 it is clear from this study that it does not
correspond with oxygen uptake in these types of activities.
Therefore, one might question if accelerometer load is a valid
measurement for energy costs or ratings of perceived exhaustion in types of activity that include high-speed running.13
However, soccer and other team sports usually have other
time–motion analysis systems to investigate running at different intensities, but these systems have a problem with detecting high-intensity actions performed during low-velocity
speed.8 Therefore, accelerometer load data may function as
a complementary tool to investigate the player loads during
matches and training.12
A limitation of our study was that we used a triaxial
accelerometer from ActiGraph that has the company’s own
settings to calculate acceleration load. This calculation was
different from other well-known manufacturers in team
sport analysis that use triaxial accelerometers (ie, GPSport,
Catapult and ZXY Sport Tracking). This makes it difficult to
compare the acceleration loads measured in our study with
those from these other systems. Furthermore, the accelerometers of ActiGraph have an operating range of 6 g, which
underestimate the kinematics during running compared with
those that measure with 32 g or higher.32 With sprinting, this
underestimation will be enhanced.13
However, examples from soccer show similar to our
results that accelerometers underestimate load of highvelocity movements but might be a complementary tool
for the measurement of load in low-velocity movements.12
Dalen et al12 found that full backs covered 230% and 300%
longer high-intensity running and sprint distance (<19.8 and
25.2 km-h) than central defenders and accelerated (>2 m/s2)
and decelerated (< –2 m/s2) 39% and 55%, respectively, more
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often than central defenders. In spite of these differences in
time–motion analysis data, central full backs had less (accelerometer) player load than central defenders. This finding
highlights the potential application of accelerometers to measure player load at low velocities that may be underestimated
by other measurement systems.8,33 Therefore, accelerometers
may be a complementary tool for measuring the load from
activities misrepresented by time–motion analysis (ie, highintensity bouts classified as low-speed activities), which, as
we know from previous studies, occur several 100 times in
a match. In future studies, these systems should be included
together with the physiological and perceptual measurements
to gain more knowledge about demands caused by fast,
discrete and maximal actions in combination with running.

Conclusion
The order of physiological and perceptual responses of the
specific soccer actions from low to high (Run–Shot–Jump–
Sprint–Sprint COD) were not similar to that of the acceleration load indicating that accelerometer loads are not similar
to physiological and perceptual responses. This demonstrates
that the vertical component from the accelerometer load
seems to be exaggerated compared to the mediolateral and
anteroposterior axes. It also questions whether accelerometer
load is a valid measurement for energy costs or ratings of
perceived exhaustion in types of activity that include highspeed running. However, soccer and other team sports usually have other time–motion analysis systems to investigate
running at different intensities, but these systems have a
problem with detecting high-intensity actions performed during low-velocity speed. Therefore, accelerometer load data
may function as a complementary tool to investigate player
loads during matches and training that have previously been
misrepresented by time–motion analysis (ie, high-intensity
bouts classified as low-speed activities).
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